Introduction
So, here we are, this is Top Sales World’s 2016 Top 50
Sales Books.
As I am always at pains to point out, we are not
suggesting that these are the best 50 books on sales and
selling that have ever been published, because no such
list exists – and if it did, it would be inaccurate. You see, as
Edmund Wilson very famously once said, “No two
persons ever read the same book” However, we are
confirming that these are our favorite 50 and we admit our
own subjectivity, indulgence even.
TSW’s contributing team is the largest group of sales
experts ever gathered in one location, and they share their
pearls of wisdom daily – for free. This is just another
opportunity for the TSW editorial team to thank them for
their brilliant contributions.
We do hope you enjoy our selections and please don’t hesitate to pass this on to a friend,
colleague, superior or significant other …
Jonathan Farrington
CEO
www.topsalesworld.com
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ACT Like a Sales Pro by Julie Hansen
Acting is the ultimate form of persuasion. Now you can learn the methods that
great actors use to engage and inspire clients and win more sales than you
dreamed possible! Act Like a Sales Pro shows you how acting and improve skills
can enhance your own selling style, make you stand out in an increasingly
competitive marketplace, and create a memorable buying experience. Easy-tofollow steps, exercises, and real-world coaching sessions help you move
confidently from cold-calling to closing.
Buy Here8

Agile Selling by Jill Konrath
Sales people who are promoted, switch jobs or face new conditions need to
learn lots of new information and skills quickly. It’s a daunting task, compounded
by the fact that they’re under intense pressure to deliver immediate results. Agile
selling is the ability to quickly learn all this new information and then leverage it
for maximum impact, as revealed in this book’s strategies for establishing
situational credibility with your targeted or existing customers.
Buy Here8

Aligning Strategy & Sales by Frank Cespedes
The most crucial connection, in an organization seeking to grow, is between
sales and strategy. But if your company is like most, instead of a strong
connection there is a widening gap and too little bang for the buck. This brilliant
book will help turn the tide for your organization.
Buy Here8

Baseline Selling by Dave Kurlan
This book dramatically changes the way we approach the sales process,
replacing the gratuitous complexity commonly advocated with an elegant and
very effective simplicity. Studies have shown that selling techniques of the last
two decades have had little impact on most of the sales population because of
the complexity, learning curve and difficulty in applying the concepts in these
systems. Baseline Selling reemphasizes the fundamentals of selling in a fresh,
memorable way that modern sales professionals can relate to.
Buy Here8

Be Bold and Win the Sale by Jeff Shore
The most common challenge every sales professional must overcome is not
indecisive customers, inferior products or innovative competitors. It's the
discomfort you feel when initiating calls, dealing with difficult customers and
asking for the sale. This indispensable, inspiring and humor-filled guide for all
sales professionals maintains that boldness – a skill that can be learned – is
required to embrace this discomfort and to leverage it to land the sale. The book
includes self-assessments tools and case studies.
Buy Here8
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Beyond the Sales Process: 12 Proven Strategies for a CustomerDriven World by Dave Stein & Steve Andersen
The average executive spends less than 5 percent of their time engaged in the
buying of products and services. This means that in this post-recession business
environment, sales professionals who focus solely on the moment of the sale
have made a fatal miscalculation. Featuring instructional case studies from
companies including Hilton Worldwide, Merck, and Siemens, this evidencebased book provides readers with a proven methodology for driving success
before, during, and after every sale.
Buy Here8

The Art Of Commercial Conversations by Bernadette McClelland
This book is DIFFERENT! It provides mainstream how to’s and what to do’s
with a left of field focus on who you need to be and why this is so important. It
taps into what REALLY contributes to business success when it comes to
revenue generation, day to day leadership and the critical activation of those
results that matter the most. It’s an invitation as well as a wake-up call to begin
having commercial conversations that provide a win for everyone – you, your
buyer and the greater community.
Buy Here8

Changing the Sales Conversation by Linda Richardson
In this era of iPads, iPhones and apps, sales communications may be growing,
but sales conversations are dying – and so are too many sales. Globalization,
competition, the economy, and fast-emerging technologies have changed
customer buying habits. Many of the sales methodologies successful in the past
are obsolete. In this book, Linda Richardson moves Consultative Selling
forward with five new conversation strategies and tools needed to deliver
business outcomes and close deals with today's new buyer.
Buy Here8

Coaching Salespeople Into Sales Champions by Keith Rosen
How many salespeople (and managers) are not realizing their fullest potential?
What stands in the way to greater performance isn’t something they don’t have,
but something they don’t get consistently: Effective coaching. Coaching
Salespeople into Sales Champions provides a proven coaching framework used
by the world’s leading sales organizations so that managers can confidently
facilitative powerful, engaging coaching conversations to help reach business
objectives faster and to win more sales today.
Buy Here8

Conversations That Sell by Nancy Bleeke
When it comes to sales, there's no such thing as "small talk." Today's buyers
want more from sellers than a consultation. They demand meaningful,
collaborative conversations that result in a Win3... where they, the seller and the
organization, achieve a winning outcome. Conversations That Sell outlines the
what, how and why of collaborative conversation skills needed to capture
attention and close business. It is packed with practical and valuable tools and
examples to keep the conversation focused and productive.
Buy Here8
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Rebirth of the Salesman by Cian McLoughlin
The world of sales is evolving. Are you? The business-to-business sales industry
is experiencing unprecedented disruption, as new technologies and
consumption models emerge and the balance of power shifts to our customers.
Rebirth of The Salesman provides a blueprint to help sales professionals and
sales leaders adapt to this brave new world, by evolving your sales effectiveness
and teaching you how to enhance your personal and professional brands.
Buy Here8

DISCOVER Questions® Get You Connected by Deb Calvert
Make every sales call count and be the one seller buyers want to talk to! With
this bestseller, you will be able to differentiate yourself from the pack, create
value for your buyers and connect in ways you never knew were possible. The
research and anecdotes from actual sales calls will show you exactly how to
become more effective in all stages of your sales process. You will advance the
sale more efficiently when you use DISCOVER Questions® and the sales
approach buyers prefer.
Buy Here8

Do YOU Mean Business? by Babette Ten Haken
Today’s global marketplace brings success to those able to collaborate
productively in cross-functional teams. Yet many engineers, marketing and sales
professionals still operate in silos, missing opportunities for leadership
development and professional advancement. This is the ultimate CrossFunctional Playbook to catapult you and your team out of the status quo.
Especially if you work with, for, or sell to technical decision makers, or are an
engineer in a sales role, learn how to leverage your functional value and drive
revenue generation.
Buy Here8

The Joshua Principle: Leadership Secrets of Selling
by Tony J. Hughes
Joshua Peters is a salesman in crisis – after losing a key deal his boss threatens
him with the sack and he has doubts concerning his choice of career. His father
is a sales veteran who progressed all the way to CEO but with their relationship
at an all time low he struggles to help. Then a mentor’s invitation from the other
side of the world powerfully transforms everything as Joshua’s RSVP sets him
on the path to discovering leadership secrets of strategic selling.
Buy Here8

Emotional Intelligence for Sales Success by Colleen Stanley
One of the biggest reasons for failure in sales is because sales organizations
rarely understand how emotional intelligence skills impact success in business.
Often salespeople know what to do. However, in tough selling situations, they let
nonproductive emotions take over. They discount too soon, write proposals
without proper qualification and continue to meet with non-decision makers.
Their inability to execute the right selling behaviors under stressful situations
lead to missed revenue goals. Soft skills do produce hard sales results.
Buy Here8
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52 Sales Management Tips by Steven Rosen
This book is written for sales managers who struggle within a corporate
environment that doesn't always support them or their development needs.
Frontline sales managers are facing unprecedented change, facing increased
demands to do more with less, while driving sales performance. Whether you
are a sales executive, senior sales leader or a new, experienced or aspiring
sales manager, you will find this book to be a valuable guide to consult whenever
you are experiencing problems.
Buy Here8

The Hybrid Sales Channel: How to Ignite Growth by Bridging the Gap
Between Direct and Indirect Sales
by Rich Blakeman
Today’s customers have more buying options than ever before. They don’t care
if it’s direct or indirect. They don’t mind if it’s not your preferred sales model. And
they don’t like it when you try to tell them how to buy from you. If you want your
customers to keep buying―and your company to keep growing―you need to
rethink and retool the way you’re selling. You need to go “hybrid.” Buy Here8

Sandler Enterprise Selling: Winning, Growing, and Retaining Major
Accounts by David Mattson & Brian Sullivan
Competitively pursuing large, complex accounts is perhaps the greatest
challenge for selling teams. To keep treasured clients and gain new ones, you
need a system to win business with profitable enterprise clients, serve them
effectively and grow the relationships over time. You start with Sandler
Enterprise Selling. The only enterprise selling system based on the proprietary
Sandler Selling System methodology created by David H. Sandler. Buy Here8

How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie
Dale Carnegies classic best seller was first published in 1937. More than 70
years later, it is still the go-to-guide for developing advanced “people skills.”
Carnegie’s key message was that only 15% of business success comes from
professional ability, the rest from your “ability to express ideas…and to arouse
enthusiasm.”
Buy Here8

High-Profit Selling: Win the Sale Without Compromising on Price
by Mark Hunter
In the high-pressure quest to make a sale, acquire a contract, and beat out other
bidders, sales professionals frequently resort to cutting prices, offering
discounts, or making other concessions that cut into their operating margins-short-term strategies that are destructive to the long-term sustainability of their
business. "High-Profit Selling" helps readers understand that their sales goal
shouldn't simply be to sell more, but to sell more at a higher price... Buy Here8
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Insight Selling by Mike Schultz & John Doerr
What do winners of major sales do differently than the sellers who almost won,
but ultimately came in second place? The authors of this book studied more than
700 business-to-business purchases made by buyers who represented a total of
$3.1 billion in annual purchasing power. When they compared the winners to the
second-place finishers, they found surprising results. Here they share those
results outline exactly what you need to do to transform yourself and your team
into insight sellers.
Buy Here8

Leading High Performance Sales Teams by Ken Thoreson
In this book you'll gain skills and techniques for leading and managing your sales
team to the next level of success. Its 39 chapters literally are jammed with
hundreds of proven ideas that address every aspect of sales management, plus
a bonus section provides a prescriptive approach to building predictive revenue.
Topics include making sales meetings count, developing successful sales
compensation pans, building self-managed sales teams and measuring and
managing sales activity, and much more.
Buy Here8

Lemonade Stand Selling by Diane Helbig
As a small business owner the growth of your business rests squarely on your
shoulders. Like many business owners, you may not be comfortable with selling.
But it's tough to grow a business if you don't master the sales process. The good
news is sales doesn't have to be complicated. This book is a no-nonsense, easyto-understand resource for everything sales – from defining the value of your
product or service to successfully closing deals.
Buy Here8

The Sales Development Playbook: Build Repeatable Pipeline and
Accelerate Growth with Inside Sales by Trish Bertuzzi
Raise your hand if your company needs more new customers. I suspect your
hand is (figuratively) up. This book is about not just growth, but high-growth,
explosive-growth, the kind of growth that weather satellites can see from space.
The success of any business-to-business company is directly linked to how
effectively they acquire new pipeline. To skyrocket growth, sales development is
the answer. This book encapsulates author Trish Bertuzzi's three decades of
practical, hands-on experience.
Buy Here8

Metaphorically Selling by Anne Miller
Billions of dollars are left on the table, and hundreds of ideas fail to get off the
ground every day, because of the over-communicated society in which we live.
Salespeople, Managers, Consultants, CEOs, even the President of the U.S. are
constantly challenged to pierce through this information clutter to get others to
see the unique value of their services, explanations, and propositions.
Metaphorically Selling provides a unique Four Step Model to show anyone
easily and quickly how to become a master of metaphor.
Buy Here8
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No More Cold Calling by Joanne Black
Your days of wasting countless hours calling people who don’t know you, aren’t
expecting your call, and don’t want their workdays interrupted are over! NO
MORE COLD CALLING™ is a one-of-a-kind selling guide that shows you how to
boost your close rate to more than seventy percent, send your commissions
soaring, work less, and enjoy it more—all without ever making another cold call.
Joanne shares her proven Referral Selling Methodology to get every meeting at
the level that counts and ace-out the competition.
Buy Here8

Nonstop Sales Boom by Colleen Francis
Do your company's sales results lurch between highs and lows — with the end of
each quarter reduced to a mad scramble to meet quota? Nonstop Sales Boom
explains how to break this unhealthy cycle and achieve strong, steady results
every quarter, from every member of the team. Packed with enlightening examples
of sales disasters and standouts, this practical guide brings balance to the selling
process, reliability to revenues and booming sales all year long.
Buy Here8

People Smart in Business by Tony Alessandra & Michael O'Connor
Imagine when you encounter difficult co-workers, you know how to adapt to
them. Where you meet challenging situations, you have the skills to overcome
them. How good it will feel when you become a dynamic leader that others want
to follow. Build meaningful rapport that attracts long-term clients. Eliminate
tension in every professional relationship. Learn to apply People Smart and
you'll unconsciously begin to draw out the best in everyone around you.
Buy Here8

Perfect Selling by Linda Richardson
In this quick read, author Linda Richardson encapsulates in a clear process and
the elements of a winning sales dialogue from the opening to the close. She
simplifies where other sales books complicate, making it clear how to engage
customers in sales conversations they value and motivate them to change the
status quo. It is the perfect book for salespeople, sales leaders as coaches, and
entrepreneurs.
Buy Here8

Pick Up the Damn Phone by Joanne Black
Technology has certainly changed the way we gather information about
prospects. It’s also changed how they gather information about us and what they
expect of us. Sales success comes from real conversations with real people.
The trick is leveraging the invaluable sales intelligences that new technologies
provide, and knowing when to put away the toys. Pick Up the Damn Phone!
explains why we should be tweeting less and talking more to the customers and
contacts who really matter.
Buy Here8
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Relationship Selling by Jim Cathcart
Relationship Selling maintains that the purpose of business is to make life better
for people, and the purpose of selling is to build profitable business friendships.
Every salesperson's road map to superstar success, the book offers ways to
produce big results without hard-sell tactics and advises how to select and
penetrate key markets, generate an endless flow of prospects, identify key
decision-makers and keep accounts active. It includes checklists, charts, forms
and specific how-tos on each phase of selling.
Buy Here8

Cracking the Sales Management Code: The Secrets to Measuring and
Managing Sales Performance by Jason Jordan with Michelle Vazzana
Cracking the Sales Management Code is a groundbreaking book for sales
managers and executives who want greater control over sales performance.
Based on new research into how world-class sales forces measure and manage
their sellers, it provides a best practice approach to identify and implement the
critical activities and metrics that drive business results. It is not a book on
organizational leadership, on interpersonal coaching, It’s a book on how to
effectively manage a sales force.
Buy Here8

Selling Fearlessly by Robert Terson
Selling Fearlessly specifically targets the one-call-close simple-sale
salesperson, addresses all the elements of selling and spotlights the paralyzing
fear factor that 80% of the 16 million salespeople in the United States must face
every time they make a call or give a presentation. The author's purpose is to
enlighten and inspire you to become a salesperson, or be a far better
salesperson than you are now. The book is a salesman's instructional manual
down to the grayest subtleties.
Buy Here8

Selling to Big Companies by Jill Konrath
One of the biggest mistakes in the business world is assuming that all
companies are alike, and therefore should be approached in the same way. In
this instant classic, Jill Konrath explains how to manage the often-Byzantine
politics of large companies in order to help them make intelligent decisions.
Buy Here8

SHIFT! by Tibor Shanto & Craig Elias
There is a silver bullet in sales – when you get to highly motivated decision
makers at exactly the right time: After they experience a “Trigger Event,” but
before they call your competition. With the right timing, the sale almost happens
by itself – there are few challenges getting to the prospect, understanding their
dissatisfaction, presenting a solution, or closing the sale. This book presents this
concept in such a way that it can be understood and implemented almost
immediately.
Buy Here8
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Slow Down, Sell Faster! by Kevin Davis
The biggest mistake salespeople make is equating a faster pitch with a faster
close. Customers are going to buy at their pace, not yours. Kevin shows
salespeople how to Slow Down to get in sync with their customer’s buying
process. Developing more and bigger customer needs helps reps Sell Faster!—
close more and larger deals. Includes chapters on selling to multiple decision
makers and advice for sales managers on coaching the sales process.
Buy Here8

Smart Calling- Eliminate the Fear, Failure, and Rejection from
Cold Calling (Second Ediiton) by Art Sobczak
"Cold" calling for new business is pretty much dead, as many "social selling"
pundits profess. The "cold" part is, but the calling is not. Top salespeople who
are doing Smart Calling are proving that every day. Smart Calling is simply
combining abundantly-available relevant sales intelligence with Art Sobczak’s
proven process to get through, get in, and sell to prospects who are interested in
what you have. See the proven methods and the word-for-word examples you
can use today to get more new business.
Buy Here8

SPIN Selling by Neil Rackham
This is the book that turned selling from an art into a science. While other sales
books are heavy with anecdotes and assumptions, Neil Rackham examined
hard evidence of actual sales performance and codified what works--and what
doesn't — in real world sales situations. A must read for everyone who sells.
Buy Here8

Strategic Selling by Robert Miller and Stephen Heiman
This is the masterwork when it comes to understanding how a company's sales
strategy — and the execution of that strategy — can make or break a business
model. Authors Robert Miller and Stephen Heiman (along with their amanuensis
Tad Tuleja) detail the best practices of successful firms, showing how and why
their strategies have worked.
Buy Here8

The CEO’s Guide to Getting More Out Of the Sales Force
by Greg Alexander
Interest in sales force effectiveness from the CEO office is rising, because the
top sales jobs in the United States turn over about every 18 months. The primary
cause of this short tenure is the inability of the sales leader to deliver on revenue
results. Yet, improving sales force performance can be internally disruptive and
externally visible to customers. This book helps CEOs, who are caught between
uneasiness and the impatience for better sales performance, escape this
unproductive bind.
Buy Here8
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The Three Value Conversations: How to Create, Elevate, and Capture
Customer Value at Every Stage of the Long-Lead Sale
by Erik Peterson, Tim Riesterer, Conrad Smith and Cheryl Geoffrion
The most successful salespeople understand that they are fundamentally
storytellers. The reality is that to succeed in sales, you need to master the art of
customer conversation. The best story told in the best way will always win. Being
remarkable and memorable in your conversations is crucial--but it goes beyond
great delivery. You must be able to articulate value in the moments that matter
most.
Buy Here8

The Key to the C-Suite by Michael Nick
With budgets more stringent than ever, important purchasing decisions have
moved up the ladder to the C-suite. These days, it is crucial for sales
professionals to understand the financial metrics senior level executives use to
make strategic buying decisions and be able to communicate the positive effect
their products or services will have on a company's financial statements. This
book shows readers how to build a convincing business case and present it to Clevel executives.
Buy Here8

The New Handshake: Sales Meets Social Media
by Barbara Giamanco & Joan C. Curtis
Today’s social media-oriented climate has redefined the way B2B buyers
communicate and interact. Unfortunately, as a whole, sales professionals have
been slow to embrace the new technology. Ahead of its time, The New Handshake:
Sales Meets Social Media, presents a new blueprint for selling, a significant
expansion from selling via the traditional face-to-face or telephone sales methods.
Learn to create a road map for your social selling strategy—including how to
empower salespeople to overcome their resistance to change.
Buy Here8

The Platinum Rule for Sales Mastery
by Dr.Tony Alessandra Scott Zimmerman
The Platinum Rule for DISC Sales Mastery challenges you to master one of the
most reliable methods for identifying the Behavioral Style of your customers, and
how to sell to them the way they would like to be sold — not the way you want to
sell them (which is based on your own natural style).
Buy Here8

The Little Red Book of Selling by Jeffrey Gitomer
Salespeople hate to read. That's why Little Red Book of Selling is short, sweet
and to the point. It's packed with answers that people are searching for in order
to help them make sales for the moment — and the rest of their lives. The book
aims to demystify buying principles for salespeople. From the red cloth cover to
the small trim size, to the amusing (but not cloying) cartoons on almost every
page, this is an appealing read.
Buy Here8
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The Psychology of Selling by Brian Tracy
Selling is more that just strategy and politics — it's the practical application of
psychology in a business context. In this seminal work, Brian Tracy lays out the
inner motivations of both buyers and sellers, explaining how they interact to
create opportunities for both parties. Insightful and essential.
Buy Here8

The Sales Acceleration Formula: Using Data, Technology,
and Inbound Selling to Go from $0 to $100 Million by Mark Roberge
The Sales Acceleration Formula provides a scalable, predictable approach to
growing revenue and building a winning sales team. Everyone wants to build the
next $100 million business, and author Mark Roberge has actually done it using
a unique methodology that he shares with his readers.
Buy Here8

Customerized Selling - Learn How Customers Want You To Sell
by Phil Kreindler
Based on extensive research of customer and vendor organisations, this book
uncovers a number of glaring gaps between customer expectations of
salespeople and vendor performance. Moreover, it shows a considerable
discrepancy between the capabilities that vendors think are important and those
that customers actually want. Focusing on the latter, the book suggests ways to
professionalise how you sell by incorporating customer expectations of
salespeople into all aspects of sales engagements.
Buy Here8

The Truth About Leads by Dan McDade
The Truth About Leads is a practical, easy-to-read book that helps you focus
your B2B lead-generation, qualification and nurturing efforts to drive revenue.
Written by tele-prospecting expert and PointClear founder and CEO Dan
McDade, The Truth About Leads debunks traditional thinking while revealing the
truths that lead to additional, larger and more profitable wins for your
organization.
Buy Here8

Whale Hunting by Tom Searcy & Barbara Smith
Using the ancient Inuit whale hunt as a metaphor for big sales, Whale Hunting
gives you a clear nine-phase model for successfully finding, landing and
harvesting whale-sized sales accounts — the kind of sales that transform your
business. Here, you’ll learn how to turn the dangerous endeavor of selling to
large companies and big contracts into a strategy for continued success and
growth. Stop wasting time with little accounts and start landing monster
accounts!
Buy Here8
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